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Chapter I. Introduction
The purpose of this thesis is to treat an estimation problem which
arises when one observes a sum of two random variables Z= X+ Y, where X
and Y are independent, and not observable individually. Throughout this
thesis, it is assumed that X is normally distributed with mean zero and
variance a-2, i.e., X~N and Y is uniformly distributed in
the interval The question
at hand is that of estimating the parameters given observations
on Z only.
Denote by q and the density function and the distribution
function, respectively, of the standard normal random variable, i.e.,
and
The density function of Z= X+ Y is then
(I.1)
the range of z being (-oo, co). The mean and variance of Z are
E(Z) =E(X+Y) =E(X) +E(Y)=
var(Z)= var(X+ Y)= var(X)+ var (Y)





The characteristic function of Z, denoted by f(t) is similarly
found to be 0 0
(1-3)
Historically, the density function of Z is firstly presented in
Bhattachar j ee (1963). In Chapter 2 and 3, we shall discuss maximum likelihood
estimation and estimation by method of moments, respectively. In Chapter 4,
a different approach is attempted which is originally suggested by Press (1972)
3who applied it to parametric estimation of the stable distributions. He
estimated the parameters by minimizing an appropriate 'distance' between
the characteristic function of the random variable and the sample
characteristic function of the observations. Several Monte-Carlo
simulation studies of the estimates obtained are presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2. Maximum Likelihood Estimation and Allied Methods
In this chapter the problem of estimating the parameters in the
distribution of Z based on the likelihood function is considered using
various approaches. In section 2.1 the method of maximum likelihood and a
combined method which is composed of solving some maximum likelihood equations
and moment equations are discussed. The general theory and method of 'correct'
likelihood proposed by Giesbrecht and Kempthorne (1976) is discussed in section
2.2. The estimation procedure for the above methods is followed in section 2.3.
The behaviour of the above estimation procedure is discussed in section 2.1...
§2.1 Method of idaxim . n Likelihood and the Combined Method.
Consider n independent observations z1,..., zn from the distribution
(1.1)of chapter 1.The likelihood function is then
(2.1)
We are interested in the estimation of the parameters using (2.1),
2.1 .1 Maximum Likelihood Method
According to the usual optimization procedure, a necessary condition
for the likelihood function to attain its mazimun is
(2.2)
5An estimation procedure for the method by solving the equations (2.2) is given
in section 2.3.1.
Generally, explicit expressions for the estimators arising as solutions
of (2.2) are not available, i.e., we cannot explicitly express lj,T,6 as functions
of z1,..., zn, and numerical methods are usually used to obtain the estimates.
In some cases the behaviour of the iterative formulae may not be satisfactory,
e.g., the iterative process may be divergent or have very slow convergence rate.
2.1.2 Combined Method.
In view of the defect of the iterative procedure discussed above, the
estimation procedure may sometimes be carried out as follows: Some of the iterativE
formulae derived from (2.2) which are convergent and with fast convergence rate
together with r equations from the me thod of moments, i. e.,
(2.3)
r, r 3, here µi is the ith central moment,fi is the ith
sample central moment, pi is furx Lion of p, 'L, a- respectively, are used for
estimation. The total number of equations is confined to three, i.e., the numbe
of parameters. Under the condition that some of the equations of (2.3) can be
solved for certain parameters, the estimation of the remaining parameters is
carried out by iteration and substitution between remaining formulae. All the
previous discussion will be demonstrated in section 2.3.2.
§2.2, 'Correct' likelihood
Several statisticians, including Fisher (1921), Keinpthorne (1966),
6
Barnard (1967) and Lambert (1970) claimed that all previous work performed as
though the observations had recorded without error. They argued that all
observations were subject to a grouping error, and hence were recorded discrete.
It followed that the actual observations is in some interval (x- 2 L, x+ 2 t),
where is a real constant. We consider the probability of the actual data
as a function of the unknown parameters. This function is called the correct'
likelihood by Giesbrecht and KKempthorne (1976). Also, the
powerful theorems in Kulldorff (1957) concerning maximum likelihood estimation
in the case of the observationS from a multinomial distribution can be applied.
Let Lc be the 'correct' likelihood function, i. e.,
(2-4)
where K is a multinomial coefficient, f, is the number of observations
recorded between and here is a fixed constant, and
the are defined by
Note that all grouping intervals have equal length. It is conceivable that
a more complicated but realistic structure would allow the length of the
grouping intervals to depend on the magnitude of the observations so that
each interval will have similar number of observations. Because of the com-
plexity of this approach, it will not be pursued here.
Clearly, pi
for all i and
7
defined by (2.4) is bounded and can be maximized for any fixed 6. The
'correct' maximum likelihood estimates of the unknown parameters are defined
as the set of values that Provide the absolute maximum of the 'correct'
likelihood. However, there is a positive probability that no such set of
values exist, even though this probability may tend to zero as the sample
size increases indefinitely. Kulldorff (1957) gives sufficient conditions
for these estimates to be consistent and assymptotically efficient provided
that the 'correct' maximum likelihood estimates exists. This discussion will
not be continued. in this thesis.
§2.3. The h 3timation Procedure
2.3.1 Maximum likelihood estimation







We wish to find p, a, ti such that the above three equations are
satisfied simultaneously. 4
Since we cannot derive an iterative formula for p directly from (2.5),










Here all paramters and are substituted
by respectively.
2.3.2 The Combined Method
From computational result,the behaviour of equation(2.11)is








Different approaches are attempted as follows:
a) (2.11) and (2.15) are converted to two iterative formulae and
and




b) Substitute (2.11.) into the original likelihood function i.e.
(2.18)
and are estimated by maximizing the function. L The
corresponding iteration formula is
(2.19)
where P all the furs tions are
evaluated at




The 'correct' likelihood function is
where K is constant and fi is the number of observations z, recorded as
equal to where
is a fixed constant, and
where b and a








Owing to the computational difficulty of the function
numerical results using iteration formulae (2.22), (2.23), (2.24) are not
provided here.
Discussion on iteration formula§2.4.
From the simulation results of 5.1, it is found that equation (2.11) is
satisfactory,i.e.,the iterative procedl.se usually ended in less than 20 iterations
for all cases considered. The iteration in equation (2.10) converges quickly, the
procedure usually ended in less than 10 iterations. The estimate u is not
sensi tive to the initlal guess of and The iteration in equation (2.12)
converges slowly.Maximization of is carried out by(2.19).The
convergence of this iterative procadure depends on the choice of initial values
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Method of MomentsChapter 3.
In this chapter, we shall first consider the parametric estimation
problem of a random variable which is the sum of two independent non identically
distributed random variables. Some basic identifiability theorems were proposed
by Sclove ,,11o also suggested the method of moments as a general method for attacking
such a problem. The above method is applied to our problem, the random variable Z,
and is followed by s o:ne discussions on simulation results.
Introduction§3.1
We observed a sum of two random variables Z= X+ Y, where X and
Y are independent, non-identically distributed and individually not observed.
We shall assume X has a distribution in the family and
Y has a distribution in the family where and are,
respectively, subsets of Euclidean r-space and Euclidean s-space. Thus the
family of distributions for the observed random variable Z is the family of
convolution distribution where is the
convolution operator on distribution functions.
§3.2 Identifiability under Convolution and the method of moments
Before examining the question of how one estimates the parameters 0
and w, it is necessary to examine the question of identifiability: is the
mapping from the parameter space 0 x 0 to the family of distributions one
to one? We shall assume throughout that the families and are already
idenrifiale,that is, for all implies o o and
14
for all y implies w w We now state the following:
Definition: The family is
said to be identifiable under convolution if for all
Z implies
The importance of the identifiability question is obviously raised by
the problem. considered herein, where we observe a random variable Z= X+ Y,
X, Y independent, and we wish to estimate the parameters of the distributions
of X and Y. If one has no identifiability under convolution, there is no
hope of solving such an estimation problem.
The following theorem gives sufficient conditions for identifiability
under convolution.
Theorem 1. Basic Identifiability Theorem
Let and be subsets of Euclidean r-space and s-space respectively
and let Let Z be
n independent identically distributed random variables with distribution
belongingto the class 4. Assumethat: Assume that:
(i) there exist real-valued measurable functions on
Euclidean n-space such that
exists for for all
and
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(ii) the transformation from 0 x 0 onto the set S
is one-to-one.
Then, is identifiable under convolution.
Proof: implies for i 1,2,
Hence, since the transformation from onto S is one-to-one, its unique
inverse exists, which implies
The following theorem gives a specific solution to the identifiability
problem under convolution in the case where
Theorem 2. Let and be open subsets of the real lines and
Let Z be n independent identically distributed random
variables with distribution belonging to Let
(i) there exist real-valued measurable functions H1 (Z) and H2 (Z) on
Euclidean n-space such that
exist for and all and
(ii
(3-1)
where fI and f2 are continuously differentiable on and f1 is
strictly monotone on f3 is continuously differentiable
and strictly monotone on
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Then is identifiable and the unique inverse of the system of
equations in (3.1) is given by
(3.2)
where and are the inverse functions to f1 and f3. Estimates
for o and w are obtained from (3.2) as follows
(3.3)
Proof: The Jacobian of the transformation (o, w)- (h1, h2) is given by
Since by assumption this is non-zero on the system of equation
(3.1) is locally invertible by the inverse function theorem. Furthermore, since
f1 (o) and f3 (w) are strictly monotone on and respectively, we have
the inverse functions and existing and the system of equations (3.1)
has -the unique inverse given by (3.2). is indentifiable by Theorem 1.
The ind.entifiability theorem given above are quite useful in that they
suggest a method of getting estimates of 8 and w, namely, the method of
moments. In general, letting
17
(3.4)
(see Crmer, 1914.5, P-352), we obtain the r+ s equation required in the theorems
if the required moments exist and, provided these equations are invertible, one
can construct moment estimators for 6= (o1...,or) and w= (W1,...,w5).
Instead of taking Hi (Z)= lrii, i=1,..., r+s, above as unbiased
estimators of the central moments of Z to obtain the r+ s equations, one may
prefer to use the H. (Z)= ki, i= 1,..., r+ s, where the ki are the Fisher
k-statistics of the sample (Z1,.,,, z), which are unbiased estimators of
cumulants of the distribution of Z (see Kendall and Stuart, vol. 1, 1 958)
p.280-281).
3.3 Application
We now apply the previous results to our estimation problem.









It is a well-known result that r 2 is a consistent and unbiased
estimator of 2nd-central moment of Z and i4 is a consistent and
unbiased estimator of .th-central moment of Z Also, having neglected
terms of order we have









Let mr be the rth sample orude moment of Z, i.e..
(3.14)
We express M2 and m in terms of mr
(3.15)
(3.16)
Hence can be expressed in terms of M1, M2,M4.nd the
estimates of u, T, o- are obtained.
20
Chapter 4. Estimation involving sample characteristic function
In this chapter, we shall introduce several methods of parametric
estimation proposed by Press (1972). All the methods involve sample characteristic
functions. Some of them will be applied to our problem. Several simulation
results of some iterative f. o=.,,ulae is provided X5.3, X5.5.
4.1 Introduction
Let n independent observations zi,..., zn be taken. The problem
is to estimate ti, cs2. Consistent estimators are developed by using
sample characteristic functions of the observations.
Denote the sample characteristic function of the observations by
(4-1)
Thus, f- (t) is computable for all values of t. Note that
is a stochastic process, and for each t, is
bounded above by unity. Hence, all moments of f* (t) are finite, and f' (t),
for any fixed t is the sample average of independent and identically
distributed random variables. Thus, by the law of large numbers, f(t) is
a consistent estimator of f (t)
4.2 General Theory




Where the minimum distance estimators of are the values
of these parameters which minimize It is well known that these
estimators are strongly consistent.
4.2.2 Estimation Method II (Minimum rth-Mean Distnce)
Define
(4.3)
Where w(t) denotes a, suitable convergence factor such as
Then the minimum rth mean
distance estimators are those values of which minimize h
For a fixed r, r 3 I. It is not clear which r should be selected, or which
weight function nction w(t) is most appropriate. However, consistent estimators are
obtained in any case. Numerous other norms of may be used
and it is not clear how to select the optimal one,
4.2.3 Estimation Method III (Moment Estimation)
In what follows an estimation procedure is discussed viich yields explicit







Nov choose two nonzero values of t,say,t1 and to then
(4.6)
Solving these two e quati ons simultaneously for i and a-, and replacing
by its estimated value, give
(4.7)
To estimate u define u(t)= Im[log f (t)], where Im[c (t)] denotes
the imaginary part of any complex valued function O(t). Then from (4.1)









Choose the principal values of log f that is,use principal





§4.3 The Estimation Procedure
We use the Estimation Method II in Section 1 to estimate u,t, 0f2
rest Lively. Choose r= 2, and w (t)= let
(4.10)
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we then put (4.10) in a form more suitable for computation. Define
hence
(4.11)
The integration in (4.10) is effected numerically by 20 point Hermitian
quadrature as
(4.12)
Yrnere the uk are the zeros or the hermite polynomials of degree 20
and wk are the weights associated with these zeros (Abramowitz and Stegun,
1964,p.924.
We have chosen since it forces convergence of the integral
in (4.11) because of the computational advantage associated with Hermitian
quadrature we have chosen r= 2 since it has
a greater degree of









we want to solve the equations









On the other hand, the equation
can be solved by the following it erati on f crmula in matrix form
27
(4.23)
where the value of the function involved are evaluated at
and respectively.
4.4 Discussion of iteration procedure
Except equation (4.19) which converges extremely slowly, (each
improvement is approxLTately of the order
the iteration procedure enbodied converges in less than 20 iterations for all
cases considered. The behaviour of equation (4.18) is comparatively stable.
For wide range of initial values of it converges almost to the
same final value.
Equation (4.18) is sensitive to the initial value of U. It is
possible that the integral in (4..17, 4.18) does not possess a global minimum
although we do not knoi whether this integral is a convex function of
or not. Convexity, of course, would ensure a global minimum. The





Chapter5 Monte Carlo Studds of Estimates
To determine the extent to which the formulae derived in previous
chapters can be used to estimate and the simulation of Z is
necessary since a general mathematical analysis of the procedures seems to be
quite difficult. Sample values of Z are simulated as follow: Two sequences
and n of uniform random variates are generated in
an HF9830. By suitable transformations is converted to and
is converted to Direct addition gives the sample values of Z,
Throughout this chapter, n is defined as the sample size and r is
the number of repetitions.
5.1 Simulation results of the combined method
In chapter 2, the combined method was derived from method of maximum
likelihood and method of moments. Using the iterative formulae (2.16) and (2.17)
the simulation results are as follows.
n=50 r=100 e=0.0001
a) 0 4 1
Average of s.d.of Average of s.d. of
3.6291 1 .49703 0.94311 0.67010
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b u o o- 2ti= 3
A
Lverage of ti s. 1. of T Average of c s.d. of a-
3.21353 1.651+76 1.89137 0.93716
c) u= o ti- 2 6-3
leverage of i s.d. of ti Average of a- s.d. of c
2084028 2.371472.1475 9 1.37145
T and o are estimated values of T and a respectively.
We observe that the degree of precision of estimates decreases as the
ratio r/6 decreases. For the case T= 1, o-= 1, we find that among 100
repetitions, 12 estimated ti values cluster around 0.15 i.e., the average of
them is 0.1551+7 and standard elevation is 0.02338. The remaining estimates
cluster around 1+, the true value of T, with average 1.10823 and standard
deviation 0.1972..
5.2. Simulation results of method of moments
In chapter 3, estimators of p, ti, o are derived from the method of
moments. The simulation results of the unbiased estimator of mean and variare e
of Z, i.e., 7 and M9 respectively are as follows.
a) n= 100, r= 100, p= 2, ti= 2, 6= 0.4
Average of Z s. a. of Z Average of lyl2 s. d. of M
1.94533 0.12.99 1-49141 0.13057
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cs= 2T= 2,p= 2,r= 100,n= 100,b)
S. of M2Average ofs.d. of ZAverage of Z 2
0.239750.13989 4.865951.93031+
ti= 2,p= 2, o-= 3.6r= 100,n= 100,C)
s. d. of ivi2Average of M2s.d. of ZAverage of Z
0.3207211x.205812.2111 0.1 9222
The estimates are stable and with satisfactory precision in general.
On the other hand, the simulation results of L1 of equation (3.8) together
with the 4th sample central moment are as follows.
6'= 1ti= 1,r= 50 p=1.5
s.d. of m4Average ofs. d. of trl4n
Average of M 4
1.711961.75288 5.03255100 5.12807
0.552800.55413 5.1-31000 5.15+
The average of N4 is quite close to the 4th central moment
which is equal to 5.2. As the sample size increaser, the 4th sample central
moment is close to the 4th central moment also. The estimates of I and a
using equations (3,12', (3.13) are. 0,7621+9 and 1.06359 with standard deviations
0.1381+9 and 0.08535 respectively.
Simulation results of method of sample characteristic function§5.3.
The simulation results of (4.17), (1+.18) are as follows.
31
= 0.0001n 50 r= 50
6= 1a)
n
s. a. of c3-Average of a-s .a. ofaverage ofµ
0.105550.997880,118930.98 3+2
a= 1ti 2µ 1b)
n A




S. ae of a-4.verage of cs.de of uAverage of u
0°268890.16401 1.02 964.0, 98263
a-= 1a)
s. d. of oAverage of aAverage of s.d. of u
0.338600.27003 1 .041770.9917+
cs= 2ji_ 1e)
s.d. of aAverage of oAverage of s. d. of u
0.39930i_ 915870.175460.96886
u= 1 cr= 3f)
n








£= 0.0001r= 50n 50
,C= L{-p= 1 6_ 4)
s.d. of o-Average of os. d. of uAverage ofµ
0.347210.2721.02777 3-8771-58
The values of T are substituted by its true values.
We observe that the degree of precision of estimates of u is
stable. The degree of precision of estimates of o decreases as ti increases.
Simulation result of estimate of p by maximum likelihood5.
In chapter 2, estimator of p is derived from the method of maximum
likelihood. In the iterative formula (2.10) value of i and o are fixed,
not necessary equal to the true value. The simulation results are as follows.
6=0.0001n= 100 r= 50
,r 2 6= 2u= 2
AssumeAssumeAssume
T-_-T_ 2 6= 2 T= 3 6= 3
2.128712.012692.01307Average of p
0.178550.171320.17198s.d. of p
From the above result, we observe that the accuracy oz eszimaze oz
p does not change with respect to the assumed value of' and cs.
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Comparison of estimates of p, T, a§5.5
a) Comparison of estimates ofµ
Among the three methods i.e. method of maximum likelihood,
method of moments and method of sample characteristic function, the
standard deviations of a are of order 10
b) Comparison of estimates of T and o
Between the combined method and method of moment, the combined
method is more applicable even if the sample size is small. On the other
hand, the method of moment is not always applicable if the sample size
is small, i.e., we cannot take square root of negative number (see
equation (3-12) and (3-13)). In comparing the standard deviations, the
method of moment has Brea ter precision. Finally, the failure of estimation
of T using iteration formulae( 2.12) and (4.19) do not 1 mply the failure
of estimation of t by maximum likelihood and method of sample characteristic
function. As we will see in the next section, formula (2.19) and (4.23)
lead to successful estimate of t.
c) comparison of simultaneous estimates of u,t,o
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Among the combined method, method of moment:, and the method involving
sample characteristic function, a comparison is carried out by using equation
(2.19), (4.23) and the method of moment for
0. 5, 0.5 and 0.1.
In the following table, let
I- the method involving sample characteristic function
II- the combined method
III-- the method of moment
r- the number of repetitions
n- the samle size































ii) comparison of estimates of ti
t= 0.5 r= 100
II IIII
0.x.8530 0.49193n_50 mean 0 .49395
IdS.E. 1 .60.0x 10-32.2401 x 10°-3 L-.4757x10`3
0.1+9390 0-504.76 0.4-9193n= X00 mean
M. S.E. I .5 978x 10-3b. 6255x 10-49.8657x10-4
0.1+9772 0.49396 0.4974-3meann 150
M. S. E. 6.2751x10-4 1.6236x103I .0200x10-4
iii comparison of estimates of as
V= 0.1 ?= 100
II IIII
0.09-5550.10036 0.12708r- 5 0 mean
1 .x+-99-1+x10 .37.04 64x 10- 3M.S.E. 2.0764x10w3
0.093157 0.111290.10127meann= 100
M. S. E. 1 .01+81 xi 031.2277x1035.6523x10-3
0.0971040.098700 0.106.6n= 150 mean
8.2974x10-4IMM.S.E. 7.27767x10-45.2056x10-3




137 137 100N= 100
N= 150 115 122 100
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In comparing the estimates of p among the three methods, method
of moment is the most stable method and the most accurate method as the
other two methods is not always successful.
In comparing the estimates of -c among the three methods, the
combined method is the better one when the sample size is small and the
method involving sample characteristic function is better when the sample
size is large
In comparing the estimates of o among the three methods, the
combined method is the better one when the sample size is small or the
sample size is large. The degree of precision of the combined method is
improving as sample size increases
Both the combined. metnoa ana the metnoa invo.Lving samp.i.e characteristic
function are less stable than the method of moments in comparing their number
of trials needed to give 100 estimates and the method involving sample
characteristic function is least stable. For the case that the sample size
is 50 the number of trials needed for 100 successful results is 170.
37
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